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The question of German assets proved, as we all
know, a thorny problem. Minister Stucki's Washing-
ton agreement meant that whilst the gold went to the
Allies, Swiss isolationism was at an end. It also meant
international collaboration wherever politically pos-
sible and wherever neutrality was not involved. Whilst
Switzerland is not yet a member of the United Nations
and the question of neutrality has not yet cropped up,
and it may be said that neutrality is to-day considered
from many new angles, Switzerland is actively
interested in many international organisations. To
mention a few : Labour, Refugee childrens' fund, Court
of Justice at the Hague, Health, Food and Transport,
in effect, Switzerland is fully represented.

As to the Marshall Plan, the Federal Council gave
weighty and serious consideration to the famous offer,
and the statement consequently issued, declaring full
collaboration, was well timed. Still, in the second
Paris Conference, Switzerland's clear-cut conditions in
the economic field, to trade with countries outside the
Marshall Plan, were accepted. Switzerland, however,
in spite of American insistence, refused to sign a
bilateral agreement " the one remaining country out
of the 17 member states."

And so to sum up, Switzerland is determined to
keep a sound currency, free exchange, to offer credits
to trade wherever possible, and to offer as an out-
standing contribution, her neutrality. The desire to
remain strong, which has undoubtedly helped her neu-
trality, prompted her not to disarm nor to demobilise,

How to make ends
There's no question of not knowing what to do with
those scraps of meat left over from the joint. Scarcity
has sharpened our ingenuity, and one of the most satis-

factory ways of making the most of fish, flesh or fowl
left-overs is to dress them up with Aspic. Maggk Beef
Aspic Jelly offers a variety of ways ofconverting left-overs
into attractive and economical supplementary dishes.
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and it is certain that her strength adds stability to
Europe.

Switzerland can and will survive this ideological
conflict by well-tried democratic means, the Swiss
Government, however, can only work to this end when
the majority of its people are solidly behind them.

Our Vice-Consul, Mr. J. J. Huber, thanked oui-
guest on his and the Club's behalf for this brilliant
address that again puts us " au fait " with the many
trends and thoughts of our Homeland.

A number of questions were asked which drew
further interesting elucidations from the lecturer.

To Dr. A. Lindt, who because of the Manchester
meeting had foregone the more restful manner of cross-
ing the Atlantic in one of the " Queens " flew to Lake
Success, went our sincerest wishes for unqualified
success.

HELM.

OUR NEXT ISSUE.

Our next issue will be published on Friday,
February 11th, 1949.

We take the opportunity of thanking the following
subscribers for their kind and helpful donations over
and above their subscriptions : S. Spargnapani, H.
J. Markwalder, C. Kunzle, J. H. Meyer, L. J. Faivre,
•T. Muller, Miss Paur, Miss A. Biucchi, Miss Portman,
A. Steiner, H. Schmid, J. F. Beer, M. E. Dubois, F.
Egger, Max Lienhard, A. W. Burckhardt, Mrs. H.
Ellison, Mrs. E. Te Winkel-Dubois, J. Scheiwiller.

ALLTRANSPORT & STORAGE LTD.
Consignment Trade in Undressed Fur Skins.

We have heard from the Fur Trade Emergency
Committee, that the above mentioned firm is on the
approved list of Forwarding Agents of the Import
Licensing Department, Board of Trade, who are per-
mitted to handle " consignment trade " under the
above new scheme.

We are also informed, that as from the 1st January
of this year, their correspondents in New York for all
Fur traffic are Messrs. Freedman & Slater Inc., 8,
Bridge Street, New York 4.

SWISS RESTAURANT MANAGER WANTED

Must thoroughly understand the kitchen, be
able to buy provisions and cater for banquets
of 1 00-1 50 people.

Married couple preferred, living rooms in
building provided.

Applicants must have first class references,
as well as bank reference.

Good remuneration and profits on food and
drink.

Apply with full particulars and references
to Box 101, c/o Swiss Observer, 23, Leonard
Street, London, E.C.2.
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